Why is Content so Critical?
Before you even begin marketing your business
online, you MUST understand that the internet has
dramatically changed consumer buying habits.

People’s Buying Habits
Have Changed!

Consider these statistics…
86% of people skip TV commercials (NewsCred)
Companies with blogs generate 67% more leads than companies without
blogs (Hubspot)
84% of people make purchases after reading about a product or service
on a blog (Research Now)
Consumers aged 35-54 rank blogs as second only to family/friends for
obtaining information prior to making a purchase. (Research Now)
Consumers over 55 rank editorial articles and blogs second and third,
respectively, for obtaining information prior to making a purchase.
(Research Now)
The bottom line is that before a consumer becomes
your client, they are highly likely to research you
and your product/service online. They will talk
to friends, read blogs, scour social media posts,
and get as much information as possible prior to
making a buying decision.

One of the major goals of content/digital marketing
is increase your brand awareness and build
your credibility as a thought leader and trusted
resource within your industry. This leads to sales
conversions, client retention, lead generation, and
referrals.

Prospects and clients will either get their online The following information will help you progress
information from you… or from your competitors! from zero to hero with a step-by-step guide for
launching your content marketing efforts.

Capturing Clients with Killer Content

Step One

Define Your Target Audience

Your content marketing plan should always begin by asking:
“Who are you trying to reach?”
Keep in mind that the more specific you can be during step
one the more success you’ll have. Consider factors such as:
 Age
 Gender
 Profession
 Geographic Location
 Family Circumstances
 Life Events
 Net Worth or Income Level
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Step Two

Identify Their Problems

Now that you have clearly defined your target audience in Step One, you need to
identify the problems they are currently dealing with in their lives.
The questions to ask (and answer) during Step Two are:
“What keeps your clients and prospects awake at night?”
“What causes them to stress and worry?”
“What questions might they have about the service you offer?”
The work you do in Step Two provides you with the blueprint for your content strategy.
Be as thorough and creative as possible.
Hint: Don’t forget to consider worries and problems your audience might have
outside of your scope of services.
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Step Three Create a Content Strategy that Provides Value
You have defined your target audience and identified their problems, stressors, and
questions. Now it’s time to provide value to that audience by producing strategically
crafted content with the answers and solutions!
Most likely, you already understand that business success depends on your ability to
build trust, rapport, and relationships. Step Three is where you begin to do this online.
During this step, you’ll create a list of topics that will generate interest with your
audience and capture their attention.
The question to ask yourself in Step Three is:
“What information would my target audience be willing to read, watch, listen to, and share?”
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Step Four

Determine the Best Content
Format for Your Audience

“Content” can come in many different forms. It’s critical for you to create content in a
format that is easy for your audience to consume.
Types of content can include (but is not limited to):
 The pages of your website
 Informative blog articles
 Video clips
 Landing pages
 Images
 Info graphics
 Print or electronic newsletters
 Email messages
 Text messages
 Social Media posts
 Press releases
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Step Five

Decide How to Distribute Your Content

Have you ever gone fishing?
If so, you know that selecting the proper bait is only the beginning. Perhaps the biggest
challenge a fisherman faces is determining where are the fish?
Content marketing poses the same challenge.
Nearly everyone is online these days and with home computers, tablets, and smartphones, many are “connected” at all times. Your job is to figure out where to find your
desired audience.
Sometimes you need to hire an experienced content marketing team (see Step Seven).
It’s a lot like fishermen who hire a guide to help them find fish!

Here are a few hints:
 LinkedIn is a great place to find
business owners.
 Email is a perfect way to reach
your existing clients (this can lead
to repeat sales and referrals).
 Facebook ads are an inexpensive
and easy way to reach people
between 25-65 or in a specific
geographic region.
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Step Six

Develop Your Content Schedule

Don’t make the mistake of thinking that content creation and digital marketing is a onetime event.
You probably already have an offline marketing strategy that entails things like attending
regular networking groups, hosting seminars, or scheduling client appreciation events.
You understand that in order for these “in person” methods to work, you must make a
sustained commitment to them.
Content marketing is no different!
You must make a consistent effort for a prolonged period of time in order to see results
from any marketing strategy.
Hint: For best results, consider a strategy where you are creating new
digital content at least once a week for a minimum of a year.`
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Step Seven In-House vs. Outsource
Just like any other marketing strategy, conent marketing will require you to utilize some
resources. Most notably, you must have people who are capable of managing the project
while you tend to the day-to-day operations of your business.
This may require any or all of the following skill sets:
 Website development and management
 Copywriting (articles, emails, scripts, newsletters, etc…)
 Video production
 Social Media management
 Graphic artwork
If you’re fortunate enough to have employees capable of
performing these functions, consider yourself to be
one of the lucky few! Most businesses, however,
tend to lack the digital marketing knowledge and
experience to do the job in-house. In addition,
few businesses have the manpower to devote
the necessary time to digital marketing each and
every week.
When that’s the case, look to outsource the
project to experienced professionals. They
can get you up and running faster, easier,
and cheaper than you could do it with inhouse employees. Plus, they’ll keep your
content production on schedule.
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Step Eight

Take Action

If you’ve made it through Steps 1-7, then you’re probably ready to get started.
You already have competitors who are increasing their reach and capturing more market
share by utilizing content marketing. Every day you wait is just another day that they get
farther ahead of you!
The good news is that just by reading this guide, you are much more informed and prepared
than the vast majority of business owners. So you’re still ahead of the curve.
The big decision in Step Eight is simply making the commitment to yourself that this is a
direction that you want your business to go. It’s not something that you “try for a month
or two” because that attitude fails with nearly everything.
Having the proper mindset and expectations for an extended period of time is a critical
element of content marketing.
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Step Nine

Evaluating Your Results

Once you’ve started your content marketing program, how will you judge its effectiveness?
It’s critical for you to understand that studies show consumers want to consume content
prior to making buying decisions. Therefore, you should judge your content marketing
effectiveness on how well your content is being consumed.
There is no shortage of metrics you can use to evaluate if your target audience is consuming your content. You’ll want to evaluate statistics such as:
 Page views on your blog or website
 Video views
 Social comments and shares
 Direct feedback from clients/prospects
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 Email open and click-through rates
 Repeat visitors to your blog/website
 Opt-ins and downloads
 Average time on site per visit
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